Spring 2014 Learning Communities (Proposed)

LC 205 The Practice of Medicine and You, BIO 291/HCA 105 (Barry and Glavin)
(This LC allows students to fulfill a Natural Scientific Inquiry Requirement along with the LC requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 228 Uncovering Judaism and Nazism in Europe, HIS 207/REL 209 (Spicer and Lowin) *TRAVEL LC
(This LC allows students to complete a Moral Inquiry requirement as well as the LC requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 230 Through the Looking Glass, CSC 101/SOC 212 (Perry and David)
(This LC fulfills the Natural Scientific Inquiry and Social Scientific Inquiry requirements as well as the Learning Community requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 265 The Impact of News on Financial Markets, BUS 320/ECO 178 (Konan and Kazemi)
(This LC fulfills the Social Scientific Inquiry as well as the Learning Community requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 269 Culture and Commerce, BUS 333/BUS 336 (Lee and Swanson) *TRAVEL LC

LC 274 Ireland: The Literature of a Nation, ENG 349/POL 354 (Piggford and Finnegan) [Not confirmed] *TRAVEL LC

LC 284 Business and Communication in China: Changes and Challenges, BUS 320/COM 315 (Meng and Yu) *TRAVEL LC

LC 294 Social Problems and Performance, SOC 232/VPT 216 (Branco and Dussault)
(This LC fulfills the Social Scientific Inquiry as well as the Learning Community requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 308 Power and Propaganda in the Ancient World (Sheckler and Leith)

LC 314 All The World’s a Stage (Glibkowski and McGinnis)

LC 317 Banned in Boston: Sex, Scandal & Censorship on the Stage and the Page (Brecke and Lang)

LC 319 The Story of Stonehill’s Water, ENV 200/POL 255 (Mooney and Rodgers)
(This LC fulfills the Natural Scientific Inquiry as well as the LC requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)

LC 321 Joyful Noise: Music, Technology, and Contemporary Culture (Goldberg and Gernes) [new LC]

LC 322 Stonehill and How to Fix It, PHL 224/REL 330 (Lannstrom and Lanci) *new HONORS LC
(This LC allows students to complete a Moral Inquiry requirement as well as the LC requirement of the Cornerstone Program.)